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Content-Driven Secure and Selective XML Dissemination

Mohammad Ashiqur Rahaman, and Yves Roudier

Abstract

Collaborating on complex XML data structures is a non-trivial task in
domains such as the public sector, healthcare or engineering. Specifically,
providing scalable XML content dissemination services in a selective and
secure fashion is a challenging task. This paper proposes a publish/subscribe
infrastructure to disseminate enterprise XML content utilizing document se-
mantics. Our approach relies on the dissemination of XML documents based
on their content, as described by concepts that form the basis for an inter-
operable description of XML documents. This infrastructure leverages our
earlier parsing [1] scheme for efficient processing of enterprise XML and at
the same time for protecting the integrity and confidentiality of XML content
during dissemination.
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1 Introduction

Due to the rise of cross-organizational communication based on common XML
processing standards such as XML schema, XSL, SOAP, WSDL or BPEL, an in-
creasing number of business-related XML documents is exchanged through the
internet. These documents may have a considerable size, a complex structure and
rich semantics which we consider typical for enterprise applications such as en-
terprise resource planning (ERP) or supply chain management (SCM). We term
such documents as ’Enterprise XML’. Today’s cross-organizational communica-
tion mostly relies on a client-server interaction model which is not tailored for all
business cases such as multiple government agencies (e.g. ministries) providing in-
formation to an anonymous audience (e.g. citizens). Certainly, a publish/subscribe
interaction model is suitable for such business cases. Even though certain standards
for publish/subscribe interaction exist (e.g. WS-Notification [2]), their adoption
falls short.

Many organizations that participate in such processes develop proprietary XML
schemas to address individual needs, for instance, a particular data model, business
process or organizational structure. Such schemas may contain business critical in-
formation that needs to be protected. In addition, enterprise XML might be routed
by untrusted intermediaries and through insecure communication channels which
also asks for content confidentiality and integrity.

Regarding the actual service interface, communication parties need to agree on
a certain data model (schema) which may evolve over time (e.g. due to changes in
one party’s organization, for instance after a merger); existing data exchanges with
peers should however be maintained. We claim that, although data models may
differ from one organization to another or vary with time, the underlying seman-
tics (represented in the XML business document by XML fragments) constitute a
more stable and interoperable interface between organizations. Semantic web lan-
guages like RDF [3] and OWL [4] make it possible to share an ontology describing
a conceptual data model, independently from XML data structures yet can still be
mapped to instances of XML schemas. To address security requirements, autho-
rization policies on the semantic level, i.e. ontology, should be supported. Besides,
with the disseminated enterprise XML being large, requires efficient XML process-
ing to utilize memory and computation time. Such a secure exchange of documents
can be achieved through the separate encryption of each document node with a se-
cret that is computed in distributed fashion by the publishers and subscribers. In this
approach, an authorization on a concept triggers a secret key computation resulting
into granting authorizations to multiple XML documents or portions thereof.

Previous academic research effort [5–15] targets some of these mentioned is-
sues, namely confidentiality and integrity of documents in a client-server environ-
ment. However, government or industry use cases that include multiple informa-
tion providers and consumers which do not necessarily know each other a priori,
require a different dissemination approach. We propose a publish/subscribe based
document dissemination system where document producers publish documents and
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<ProductionOrder id = “4”>

   <ProductSpecification>

    <ProductType> consumer </>      

    <Quantities> 50 </>

    <Materials>

     <!—Details of raw meterials>

    </Materials>   

   </ProductSpecification>

   <ResourceSpecification>

     <MachineOperator id=”23”>

<!-- Employee Info-->

     </MachineOperator>

     <MachineToOperate>

      <Machine name=”mixingMachine”

      model=”GHN2006”> </>

      <OperationProtocol>

         <!-- Operation Details-->

      </OperationProtocol>

     </MachineToOperate>

   </ResourceSpecification>

</ProductionOrder>

 ……………

……………

<QualityInspectionOrder id=”3”>

   <QualitySpecification>

     <ConsignmentQuality>

       <!—Consignment details-->     

     </ConsignmentQuality>

     <QualityEvaluation>

      <EvaluationMetric>

       <ProductionTime>30 days</>

<DeliveryTime>2 days</>

      </EvaluationMetric>

     <QualityEvaluation>

   </QualitySpecification>

   <ResourceSpecification>

     <QualityTester id=”23”>

<!-- Employee Info-->

     </QualityTester>

     <ProductToInspect>

      <!--Production Order Info-->

     </ProductToInspect>     

   </ResourceSpecification>

</QualityInspectionOrder>

………………

WorkOrderMeta

data
hasMetadata

∂

∂

∂

∂

BusinessUnitMeta

data
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Quality Assurance 

company’s data model excerpt

Production department’s 

data model excerpt

Semantic graph excerpt of 
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Figure 1: A semantic graph of work order document concepts in a production domain.
The ’Production’ and ’Quality-inspection’ work order concepts are mapped to the corre-
sponding XML data model excerpts using a mapping relation.
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authorization policies

(2) (Un)Subscribe to 
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(3) Publish encrypted and 
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(4) Deliver encrypted and 
encoded document portion 

to authorized party

SubscriberPublisher

Figure 2: A publish/subscribe model of content-driven XML dissemination.
subscribers consume those independently of each other. The dissemination system
is an intermediate layer composed of disseminators and selectively routes XML
content along the dissemination topology and performs selective delivery, i.e. fil-
tering, to the authorized subscribers according to the authorization policy of the
publishers. Important requirements we address in our systems are:

1. Confidentiality of information: Access to documents shall be limited to au-
thorized communication partners, i.e. the respective publisher and authorized
subscribers.

This is addressed by (a) the encryption of published XML information, sup-
ported by a distributed key management and (b) an ontology-based autho-
rization scheme that supports access control and dissemination on semantic
level.

2. Integrity of information: Documents must not be altered during transit.

This is achieved by an encoding method [1] that allows subscribers to verify
integrity of the received documents.
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3. Confidentiality of schema information: An information schema (e.g. XML
schema) represents a valuable asset in itself (e.g. information about organi-
zational structures or business processes can be derived from the schema)
and as such needs to be confidential.

This is fulfilled by using ontologies as the interface among organizations
instead of concrete schemas.

4. Scalability: The system must scale for document producers, document sub-
scribers, the number of documents and the size of documents.

This is addressed by designing a publish/subscribe based dissemination sys-
tem with (a) an efficient routing algorithm used by the disseminators and (b)
an efficient XML processing minimizing memory consumption and process-
ing time compared to typical XML processing.

Some of these requirements have been addressed in our previous work: in [1],
we developed an ontology-based XML content distribution system focusing on
automation of policy evaluation, inference rules and granting access of selective
XML content to authorized users. In [1], we also developed an efficient XML pars-
ing technique called encrypted breadth first order labeling (EBOL) to protect the
confidentiality and integrity of the XML content and its semantics. In [16], a dis-
tributed key management technique is described to enable users of different trust
boundaries to compute a secret key independently and thus exchange confidential
documents only among the peers.

This paper focuses on the publish/subscribe infrastructure of XML content
disseminators. Section 2 describes a brief solution and preliminaries of the pub-
lish/subscribe model which is discussed in detail in section 3. This includes a sub-
scription protocol, publishing of XML content, selective XML routing and unsub-
scription issues. A relative discussion of the solution is provided in section 4. A
relative comparison with the related work is given in section 5 and section 6 finally
concludes the paper with future work.

2 Background

System Overview. The dissemination system distinguishes three different ac-
tors (Fig 2): (a) document producers who publish encrypted and encoded XML
document portions that represent ontology concepts, (b) document subscribers who
receive these XML document portions and (c) disseminators that are part of a dis-
tributed dissemination network and who manage subscriptions, enforce authoriza-
tion policies on behalf of the publishers and realize the actual content transmission
from publishers to subscribers.

The EBOL-based encoding [1] (see Appendix for further information) of the
original XML document portions ensures that the content is only readable to the re-
spective publisher and authorized subscribers who do not need to know each other.
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Figure 3: Ontology-based authorization policy.

In this context, we leverage our previous work [16] that allows a group of users
to compute a common key independently of each other. The number of partici-
pants (both publishers and subscribers) as well as the number and size of the XML
document portions depend on the actual use case.

The dissemination (thus publication/subscription) is based on a shared ontol-
ogy that models all relevant business domain entities including their relationships
and to which every system participant agrees to (Fig 1 sketches some concepts,
e.g. Work Order, Production and Quality Inspection, of a production process do-
main). The definition (or nomination) of a shared ontology is the prerequisite for
any interaction between the system actors. We assume a large scale system of large
number of publishers and subscribers. As such the content publishers can neither
serve content to each user nor authenticate each of them.

As soon as the common domain ontology has been agreed on, the system ac-
tors interact as follows (see Fig 2): (1) Prior to the first document publication, a
publisher needs to provide authorization policies that determine user authorizations
and which will be enforced by the dissemination network. These policies can be
flexible and may evolve as described in our previous work [1]. (2) An end user
sends a subscription request with valid credentials (e.g. public key certificate) to a
disseminator which in turn evaluates associated policies (provided by the publish-
ers) and trigger the computation of a secret key for every group of subscribers to
the same concept [16]. Unsubscription might be done on user request or be forced
by the disseminator (e.g. if the user credentials expired or if authorization poli-
cies changed). (3) The publisher of a given XML document encodes each XML
document portion with its conceptual information [1], encrypts the nodes in a stip-
ulated granularity with the secret key computed for the concept, and sends those to
the disseminators. (4) Disseminators follow a dissemination protocol described in
section 3 in order to route the encoded XML document portions selectively to all
authorized subscribers. The recipient verifies the received XML content by decod-
ing the EBOL-based encoding, both semantically and structurally, in a verification
phase which is detailed in our previous work [1]. Eventually a subscriber may re-
ceive multiple document portions, possibly with different XML vocabularies, for
a concept he is authorized to. Essentially, the user needs an adaption mechanism
with its own XML data model (discussed in section 3).

In the following an ontology concept and associated lemma is provided that
we utilize for building an ontology-based dissemination topology and optimization
thereof (section 3).

Preliminaries. A concept Ci is an abstraction of a physical or logical thing and
can be communicated among peers. An ontology is a shared set of such concepts
in a domain. The ontology is defined primarily by the notions of class, subclass,
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properties representing concepts and their relationship using OWL [4] as illustrated
in Fig 1.

Definition 1 Concept Containment: Let C be the collection of all concepts and
Ci, Cj ∈ C. If there exists a sub class hierarchy from Ci to Cj denoted as Ci ⇒
, ....,⇒ Cj then Ci contains Cj and noted as Ci � Cj .

Example: Fig 1 shows a collection of concepts C = {BusinessUnit, BusinessUnit-
Metadata, SalesDept, QualityInspectionDept, ProductionDept,WorkOrder, WorkO-
rderMetadata,QualityInspection, Production,QualityInspectionDetails, ResourceD-
etails, ProductionDetails}in a production hall domain. WorkOrder contains Quality-
Inspection and Production, i.e. WorkOrder � QualityInspection, WorkOrder �
Production. �

Definition 2 Maximum Conceptual Block: Let Ci be a concept. The maximum
conceptual block for Ci is the set of all concepts that are reachable by following a
succession of concept containment from Ci.

Users
U1 U2 U5 U3 U4

(Subscribers)

WorkOrder

QualityInspection Production

ResourceDetails

D1

D3D2

D4

Di Disseminator

Document Producers

Ontology 

Concept

Maximum 

Conceptual Block

Distributed Hash 

Table (DHT)

Pi
Document 

Producer

Dissmination Network 

of Disseminators

Ui User

Key Disseminator Address

ResourceDetails

URL-D1 / IP (U)

URL-D4 / IP (D)

WorkOrder

Key Disseminator Address

ResourceDetails

URL-D1 / IP (U)

URL-D4 / IP (D)

WorkOrder

Key Disseminator Address

Production

URL-D2 / IP (U)

URL-D3 / IP (U)

QualityInspection

∂
∂

Key Disseminator Address

QualityInspection

URL-P1 / IP

Production

URL-D2 / IP

QualityInspectionDept

URL-D3 / IP

(Publishers)

Selective 

Document Routing
P2P1

QualityInspection

Dept. ProductionDept.
doc1 doc2

ProductionDept URL-P2 / IP

Selective 

Document Delivery

∂ ∂

Figure 4: Publish/Subscribe infrastructure for XML content distribution.
Lemma 1 Maximum conceptual blocks are always monotonically decreasing.
Proof: Let Ci and Cj be two concepts such that Ci contains Cj; let M c

i and M c
j be

the maximum conceptual blocks for Ci and Cj respectively. As Ci contains Cj the
number of classes reachable from Ci is always more than that of Cj . So M c

j⊂M c
i .

Transitively for any concept Ck, if Cj contains Ck i.e. Cj � Ck then M c
k⊂M c

j .

An ontology concept and its sub-class hierarchical path are mapped to disjoint doc-
ument portions di. The mapping is illustrated by the following example.
Example: In Fig 1, the concepts ProductionDetails and ResourceDetails, identified
by the paths over the semantic graph BusinessUnit.ProductionDept.hasWorkOr-
der.Workorder.Production.ProductionDetails and ...P roduction.ResourceDetails

are mapped to the document portions rooted at <ProductSpecification> and <ResourceS-
pecification> of the production department’s XML data model. In the quality assur-
ance company’s data model, the concepts ResourceDetails and QualityInspectionDetails
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are mapped to the document portions rooted at <ResourceSpecification> and
<QualitySpecification> respectively. �

Ontology-based Authorization. We describe an ontology-based authorization
policy as a set of explicit rules as illustrated in Fig 3 which shows an example of
a policy specified by two XML content publishers P1(i.e. Production department)
and P2 (i.e. Quality assurance company). R1 and R2 are inference rules which for
instance, R1 for the user with credential Cred1 is: if a user is allowed to access
the concept WorkOrder then he is also allowed to access to all the contained
concepts of WorkOrder. R2 for the user with credential Cred2 is: a user is al-
lowed to access the concept QualityInspection if he has access to the concept
ResourceDetails.

Efficient XML Processing and XML security. XML documents being a tree
structured data consume memory space not only for the XML nodes but also for
their hierarchy and sibling relationship. For example, an empty element <e/> (4
bytes for the source file) could easily take 200 bytes of tree storage using Java [17].
Moreover the disseminated XML node must also carry its semantic information
(e.g. concept, location, depth) for its later verification and thus make these content
confidential and vulnerable to integrity violation. In [1], we developed a special
XML parsing technique called encrypted breadth first order labeling (EBOL) that
allows one level of XML nodes to be stored in a FIFO queue while parsing in
breadth first order without storing any hierarchy information (e.g. child, parent,
sibling) of nodes and thus saving considerable memory space. In [18] we showed
that the required space of this parsing technique is proportional to O(msxse) which
would have been 2d times of this proportion if the full document trees and their
normalized trees would be in memory. m and d are the number of nodes in a level
and the number of levels (i.e. depth) of the document tree respectively. The average
space required for a node x and its EBOL identifier are sx and se respectively. The
encoding method of [1] is such that it hides the XML content and its semantics
from the disseminators yet they are able to perform selective routing and delivery
of XML content.

3 Publish/Subscribe Dissemination Model

Document semantics as represented by ontology concepts, being the only inter-
face among multiple organizations, drive the XML content dissemination scheme.
This section describes the setup of a publish/subscribe scheme, roles of the in-
volved entities, subscription protocol, ontology-based dissemination topology (see
Fig 4), selective routing and delivery and unsubscription of concepts. In the fol-
lowing, a document, d, identified by docid (e.g. URI, RDF) is a set of parsed XML
nodes and a document portion di is a subtree rooted at node i of d.
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3.1 Setup

Disseminators. A disseminator is a piece of software running either in intra
or inter enterprise boundaries and thus is distributed. It is able to route documents
through an ontology-based dissemination topology. As mentioned before, dissemi-
nators perform the ontology-based authorization check on behalf of publishers and
are also trusted to manage the subscriptions. Disseminators, however, should not
be able to read document content. Any malicious disseminator may violate content
and structure integrity during routing.

Disseminator Initialization. The intermediate layer of disseminators of Fig 4
is introduced to ensure scalable and efficient document dissemination. Each dis-
seminator (including publishers) maintains a distributed hash table where the key
fields and the values are the concepts and references (i.e. URL/IP) of the dis-
seminators respectively. The ordering of the key fields are determined using the
maximum conceptual block as follows: we assign each maximum conceptual
block in the key fields in monotonically decreasing fashion and assign the reference
addresses of the next disseminators in the value fields for each such key.

Let Di, Dj be two disseminators that disseminate two maximum conceptual
bloks represented by concepts Ci, Cj respectively. If Ci � Cj holds then Di is an
uplink disseminator of Dj and Dj is a downlink disseminator of Di. As such, Di

hosts XML document portions associated to Ci and all its contained concepts Cj .
Di puts Cj (i.e. downlink disseminators’ Dj references) such that Ci � Cj and Ck

(i.e. uplink disseminators’ Dk references) such that Ck � Ci as its key and value
fields in the hash table respectively.

3.2 Dissemination Topology

The disseminators form a topology of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) based on
concept containment where document publishers comprise multiple starting points
(roots) in the dissemination. Fig 4 shows such a dissemination topology.

Let Ci, Cj be two concepts identified by O1.Ci and O2.Cj and Ci � Cj , then
Oi∈[1,2] are path expressions in the concept containment that leads to the dissem-
inators Di and Dj respectively. Let Dk be any disseminator reachable from Di

by following a dissemination path Di →, ....,→ Dk. Ci is the maximum concep-
tual block at Di if and only if Di or any disseminator Dk has registered only the
users who have authorizations to the concepts Ci or any of its contained concept
Cj . Consequently Di can deliver the encoded and encrypted XML nodes to a set
of subscribers such that none of them has access or has subscribed to a concept
Cm ∈ C, where Cm � Ci. In effect, the disseminator Di disseminates only the
mapped XML nodes of Ci or any Cj such that Ci � Cj . In Fig 4, the disseminator
D3 has ’Production’ as the maximum conceptual block for which user 3 and user
4 have collectively registered.
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3.3 Subscription Protocol

In this section, we elaborate on the subscription protocol which makes use
of two functions and an encoding element ’content signature’. A content signa-
ture is comprised of XML node’s structural and conceptual information (see ap-
pendix). The function auth list(u) returns a set of content signatures which is
used by a subscriber u as a means to verify the received XML content. The func-
tion served list(d) returns the set of concepts represented by the maximum
conceptual block in the distributed hash table of the disseminator d.

1. User u sends a subscription request (together with its credentials) for a set of
concepts to a disseminator Dr. Upon receipt of a subscription request from
a user u, Dr determines the authorizations of the user u as defined in section
2. The content signatures of all authorized concepts, i.e. auth list(u), to
which the user has access to if at all are returned.

2. If all authorized concepts of auth list(u), are contained in the list of served
concepts of the disseminator Dr, denoted as in the served list(Dr), then
Dr registers the user, u, successfully as an authorized user and the protocol
ends.

3. Otherwise the content signatures received in the 1st step include at least one
concept, Ck∈auth list(u) such that Ck 6∈served list(Dr). If the requested
concept contains Dr’s served concepts, i.e. Ck � ∀Ci ∈ served list(Dr),
then Dr sends the request to the uplink disseminators. Otherwise, Dr sends
the request to the downlink disseminators.

4. After receiving a request for Ck from Dr, a disseminator Dm checks if there
exists either a Ck ∈ served list(Dm) of step 3 or a concept containment
relation (Cm ∈ served list(Dm))�Ck. If so, Dm returns the mapped en-
coded and encrypted XML nodes of Ck with success as a response to Dr,
else Dm recursively performs the same step three for other disseminators in
its hash table.

5. After receiving the responses possibly from several disseminators, the dis-
seminator Dr selects a sending disseminator using a selection policy de-
scribed below, updates its served list(Dr) by adding the newly received
content and notifies the disseminators accordingly. Now, the disseminator
Dr is able to register the user u and sends a response stating a successful
subscription back to it.

Selection policy: A selection policy is chosen based on the notion of concept dis-
tance aiming at optimizing the hops required to route the content: Let Ci, Cj be
two concepts identified by O1.Ci, O2.Cj , where Oi∈[1,2] are two path expressions
and |Oi| denotes the number of hops required as entailed by concept containment.
Then concept distance between Ci and Cj is defined as ||Oi|−|Oj ||. The receiving
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disseminator chooses the sending disseminator with the smallest concept distance
from itself.
Secret key computation: A disseminator determines groups of authorized sub-
scribers for the same concept and sends their credentials to the publishers follow-
ing the dissemination path. For each such group of subscribers, publishers trigger
the independent secret key computation by sending the necessary cryptographic
elements (details in [16]).

3.4 Publishing

Publishers take charge of individual XML document data models and policies
over it. They also define a mapping relation of the ontology concepts into their
individual data model as shown in Fig 1. For a new instance of a document, a
publisher encodes and encrypts the mapped document portions and finally sends
those to its downlink disseminators.

For selective routing and delivery of XML nodes, i.e. encoded and encrypted
([Cx

i , Ex
p ] of section A.2), a disseminator Dr follows specific process depending

on the recipient (i.e. disseminator, user).
Routing to disseminators: In addition to the distributed hash table and served

encoded and encrypted content, each disseminator Dr also maintains the list of
concepts Ck requested by other disseminators. Dr performs the following steps
for each such request from a disseminator Dk:

1. Determine requested concepts: find all Ck ∈ served list(Dr).

2. Determine XML nodes: match concepts of step one with encoded concepts
in Cx

i .

3. Forward the encoded and encrypted XML nodes of step two to the requested
disseminator.

Delivery to users: For each subscribed user, u, the disseminator Dr performs
the following steps in order.

1. Separate allowed concepts: find all Ci ∈ auth list(u) such that Ci ∈
served list(Dr).

2. Determine allowed nodes: match concepts of auth list(u) with stored en-
coded content (i.e. Cx

i ).

3. Extract associated encrypted and encoded XML nodes.

4. Finally, send the encoded and encrypted XML nodes extracted in step three
to user u.
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   <ResourceSpecification>
     <MachineOperator id=”23”>

<!-- Employee Info-->
     </MachineOperator>
     <MachineToOperate>
      <Machine name=”mixingMachine”
      model=”GHN2006”> </>
      <OperationProtocol>
         <!-- Operation Details-->
      </OperationProtocol>
     </MachineToOperate>
   </ResourceSpecification>

   <ResourceSpecification>
     <QualityTester id=”23”>

<!-- Employee Info-->
     </QualityTester>
     <ProductToInspect>
      <!--Production Order Info-->
     </ProductToInspect>
   </ResourceSpecification>

ResourceDetails

<xs:element name="ResourceDetails">
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:choice>
      <xs:element name="ProductionResourceSpec" type="PResourceSpec"/>
      <xs:element name="QualityResourceSpec" type="QResourceSpec"/>
    </xs:choice>
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="PResourceSpec">
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:element name="MachineOp" type="xs:string">
     ………….
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="QResourceSpec">
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:element name="QualityTest" type="xs:string">

………….
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

Quality Assurance
company’s data model excerpt

Production department’s
data model excerpt

Figure 5: Adapting XML structure. A built up XML schema for the concept Re-
sourceDetails by user 5 of Fig 4

3.5 Adapting XML Structure

Upon receipt of various document portions, users need to adapt or match these
nodes with their own XML structure. If a publisher and a subscriber share the
same XML structural model (i.e. in the same business unit) then this adaption is
easier than that of having different XML structural models (i.e. in different orga-
nizations). In the former case, the subscriber may know the complete mapping of
ontology concepts to the XML structure defined by the publisher and thus adap-
tion is straightforward. For the latter, the adaption can be addressed using schema
matching solutions [19–21]. However, unlike these approaches, a specific algo-
rithm needs to be devised as the adaption should be done over the encoded and
encrypted XML nodes. We suggest the following techniques:

1. As users know the shared ontology of the domain and can decode the as-
sociated concepts of the received XML content they can build up an arbi-
trary schema or document using the concept and received content. As such
these built up document portions can be associated with users’ individual
XML data models which essentially would have had complete mapping of
the shared ontology concepts. Fig 5 illustrates such an adaption by the user
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5 after receiving two document portions for the concept ’Resource Details’
of Fig 4.

2. Publishers can send the partial mapping of the concepts to the document
portions as part of encoded information which authorized users can utilize
as straightforward mapping to their XML data models.

3.6 Unsubscription

As mentioned before we rely on a distributed key agreement scheme that is
required to be executed by a group of subscribers in a subscription phase in order to
compute the shared key and thus to protect the confidentiality of the XML content
and its semantics between the publishers and the subscribers. While a new secret
key should be computed by a group of subscribers in the event of a new subscriber
for the same concept, the existing secret key can be used in case of a unsubscription
of an existing user of the group. This is because for a successful unsubscription
the responsible disseminator simply stops sending the associated XML content to
that user. For an unsubscription of a concept Ci of a user u, the disseminator Dr

performs the following steps:

1. Determines the authorized XML content based on the authorizations of u for
the concept Ci.

2. Sends a response back to u stating that unsubscription is successful and stops
sending encoded and encrypted XML content of step one to u. Then it checks
whether any other authorized user has currently subscribed for the same con-
cept Ci. If no then Dr also forwards the unsubscription request for the con-
cept Ci to it’s uplink disseminators in the distributed hash table as no user is
subscribed for that concept.

3. Upon receipt of an unsubscription request for a concept Ci from a downlink
disseminator, i.e. Dr, Di sends a response back to Dr stating that unsub-
scription is successful and stops routing encoded and encrypted XML con-
tent associated to Ci to Dr. Di further checks whether any other authorized
user or disseminator has currently subscribed for the same concept Ci. If not,
then it performs similar steps as in item 2.

4 Discussion

Selective and scalable dissemination. The ontology based dissemination en-
sures that a user is delivered only the nodes associated to the concepts it has access
to. The notion of a maximum conceptual block and lemma 1 ensure that a dis-
seminator has only access to that many concepts that its subscribed users collec-
tively are authorized to.
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The topology formed by the dissemination scheme relying on the distributed
hash tables is acyclic. This ensures the number of hops required for dissemination
of a concept to be finite, in particular proportional to the number of successive
concept containments. Lemma 1 also assures that any disseminator Dr in a dis-
semination path Di→, ...Dr..,→Dk only forwards concepts that are subscribed
collectively at Dr as maximum conceptual block which is monotonically de-
creasing along this path. In the worst case, all the subscribers may have access
to all the concepts. But in reality the concept authorization is more fine grained.
Such a topology certainly facilitates efficient network usage and speedy concept
dissemination compare to star, broadcast and point to point topologies. However,
efficient bandwidth usage is not guaranteed by this approach. Because, the number
of mapped document portions may not decrease in the same fashion like maximum
conceptual block decreases monotonically. However, as the concepts map to dis-
joint document portions this ensures that the same concept and its associated nodes
are not published several times to a subscriber.

Policy evolution. Publishers may revise their existing policy, for instance the
quality assurance company (i.e. P2 of Fig 3) could add new rules: (1) dissemination
of <ResourceSpecification> is allowed to users with Cred2 if <ProductSpe-
cification> of production department has been disseminated already (i.e. tem-
poral). (2) only one product, described by <ProductSpecification> can be
tested by them (e.g. seperation of duty). As access control enforcers, disseminators
need an automated system for policy evaluation which we developed in [1].

5 Related Work

There has been a remarkable progress in the recent years to address access
control issues focusing on XML structure [5–7, 11–14]. The basic model of this
work is a typical request response paradigm in a client server architecture. Instead,
this paper proposes a publish/subscribe model for semantic based dissemination.

The work of [9,10] focuses on dissemination of XML data exploiting their hier-
archical structural properties based on encrypted post order numbers (i.e. EPON).
However, the proposed approach in our paper is fundamentally different as pol-
icy specification is assumed to be on domain concepts and selective dissemina-
tion is performed based on the semantics captured in the concepts as opposed to
their structure based dissemination. Moreover, our enterprise XML processing is
performed while parsing as opposed to their EPON for which they need to parse
the complete XML documents into memory a priori. The routing model proposed
in [10] is based on multi-casting of selected document portions from an intermedi-
ate router node to the subscribed users. Essentially the router may send the same
document portion (i.e. subtree) multiple times to the subscriber as opposed to our
approach where we forbid this multiple sending by the dissemination protocol.

Our previous work [16] allows authorized users to exchange document portions
using a group key based approach that enables users to be independent of a central
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authority to which an interested user would have to send access request whenever it
needs access. Instead of disseminating the allowed portions of the document to the
requesters the authority simply initiates the collaboration by sending an initial ver-
sion of the document portion among the same kind of authorized users and thus lets
them exchange updated documents independently. This also proposes a delegation
based authority hierarchy to handle the unavailability of the authorities. The del-
egation hierarchy is similar to our ontology-based dissemination topology in that
each authority being a disseminator in the hierarchy is responsible for authorizing
the allowable document portions.

The work in [8, 15] proposes an ontology based access control for XML doc-
uments having variant schemas and semantically related documents respectively.
However, both consider issues related neither to dissemination of semantically re-
lated documents nor to integrity and confidentiality of documents at all.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper describes how authorization policies can be defined on agreed do-
main concepts which can then be independently mapped to the individual docu-
ment model. It introduces a publish/subscribe model for scalable and selective dis-
semination of semantically equivalent XML content to the authorized subscribers.
This model describes an ontology-based dissemination topology and subscription
management for efficient dissemination. This model also includes techniques of
XML structure adaption for the subscribers. While this model relies on a set of
disseminators to enforce access control, the confidentiality and integrity of the dis-
seminated content is assured by a secret key computed in distributed fashion and
special encoding method respectively.

We are currently implementing the dissemination method described above. We
are also investigating how to extend semantic based selective document dissemina-
tion to a workflow context in which a document exchange may trigger processing
of tasks and the generation of additional documents.
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Figure 6: (I) XML document tree. (II) BOL labeling. (III) Encrypted BOL la-
beling. Solid and dotted lines respectively depict explicit (I) and implicit (II,III)
hierarchy representations and storage.
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A Processing Enterprise XML

A.1 Encrypted Breadth-First Order Labels for XML Parsing

Publishers parse the XML documents as follows: sibling nodes are stored into
a FIFO queue and associated a BOL (an integer pair as defined below) capturing
various structural relationships of the parsed XML node (i.e. parent-child, siblings,
left/right child) with a minimal memory footprint.

Breadth First Order Labels (BOL): A BOL is a pair of integers associated
to an XML node as it is parsed in breadth first order. The first integer in the pair
is the order associated with a node whose left siblings and ancestors have already
been parsed and thus have associated BOLs. The second integer is the depth of the
node in the document which is increased by one as new depth level is reached. The
BOL starts with (1,0) as illustrated in Fig. 6 (the example given is a binary tree,
but BOLs can be defined on any type of tree)

Let a be the parent of two nodes b, c ∈ di. We denote its BOL as Ba. Let
forder and flevel be two functions operating on a BOL respectively returning the
BOL order (first attribute of the BOL pair) and BOL depth (second attribute). Let
us assume that b is the last child of a parsed and that c is to be parsed next. c
will be associated a BOL with forder(Bc) = forder(Bb) + 1. flevel(Ba) uniquely
identifies the depth level of the node a in d. The order of the BOL exhibits the
following structural properties:

1. forder(Ba) uniquely identifies node a in document d and the subtree da

rooted at a.

2. Let Ba
Highest be the largest BOL order of a parsed node in document portion

da; then Ba
Highest > forder(Bz) > forder(Ba), where z ∈ da.

3. forder(Bc) > forder(Bb) > forder(Ba).

The first property is used to identify and extract a specific document portion
from a document. Combined with the depth level of a node, that property ensures
that any unexpected move, copy or replace activity in the document is detected.
The second property imposes an upper bound on the BOL of any queried node
parsed in a document. In effect, it detects if a node is added or deleted and which
one it is. The third property permits detecting any unintended swapping among the
children in a received document portion (subtree).

A BOL is by definition plain text and thus may reveal important structure spe-
cific information (i.e. information leaking), such as number of nodes and thus the
size of the document and even hierarchical relationship among the nodes to an ad-
versary. Encryption over such BOL numbers protects this undesired information
from leaking.

Encrypted BOL (EBOL): Let Ba be the BOL of an XML node a. Let fe be an
order preserving encryption function [22]. The EBOL of a, denoted as Ea is a pair
of integers defined as: (fe(forder(Ba)), fe(flevel(Ba))). While fe(forder(Ba)) is
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performed for each node a, fe(flevel(Ba)) is performed if a is the first node in a
level.

The EBOL preserves exactly the same properties of BOL (see Fig 6). The
EBOL order value hides the actual node number and its depth level as opposed
to the BOL attributes and thus prevents information leaking.

A.2 Encoding Method

In the following, encoding elements are introduced to describe concepts that
are mapped to data units (i.e. subtrees or nodes) as well as the properties of these
data units and their encryption.

Node Identifier: Let x be a node in di. The node identifier of x denoted as
Nx is a tuple formed by three elements (docid, Ex, Ex

Highest), where docid is the
document identifier of di, Ex is the EBOL of x, Ex

Highest is the highest EBOL in
the document portion rooted at x.

A node identifier is unique for all documents in the system. The depth included
in Ex uniquely determines the node’s level. Ex and Ex

Highest together determine
the parsed document portion. Finally, docid resolves appropriate XML nodes of the
associated document with respect to the same concept.

Node Integrity: The node content consists of attributes, their values and text
content inside the tag but not any descendants of the node. The node integrity
code is a hash computed out of the concatenation of a node identifier and content,
denoted as Ix = H(Nx, Ctx), where Nx is the node identifier, Ctx is the content
of x, and H is a one way collision resistant hash function.

Content Signature: Let Ci and x be a concept and an XML node respectively.
The content signature, denoted as Cx

i , is a pair (Nx, Ci), where Nx is the node
identifier of x and Ci is a concept mapped to x. The content signature incorpo-
rates semantic information such as conceptual and structural information attached
to an XML nodes.

Content Encoding: An encoding information CEx of a node x is CEx =
(Cx

i , Ix), where Cx
i is the content signature and Ix is the node integrity respec-

tively. Each XML node x is encoded as a pair [CEx, Cz
i ], where CEx is the en-

coding information of node x and Cz
i is the content signature of the parent node

z of x. For the root node of a document the encoded node is [CEx].
Document Encryption: Each encoded node is encrypted using the common

key computed [16] by a group of subscribers and the publishers for an authorized
concept. After encryption, an XML node x is represented as [Cx

i , Ex
p ], where Cx

i is
the content signature of x and Ex

p is the encrypted value of the content encoding
pair [CEx, Cz

i ] of the node x.
An algorithm for enterprise XML processing using above encoding elements

is provided in Fig 7. Furthermore, we also provided an algorithm (Fig 8) that illus-
trates the selective routing and delivery process of XML content by the dissemina-
tors.
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1. Input: C, a collection of concepts {Ci}; a set of documents identified by {docid};
Output: Encrypted and encoded document.

2. Let B ∈ N be an integer for BOL, l ∈ N be the depth level of a node, Q be a FIFO queue.

3. FOR all documents {docid} do

(a) Initialize: set B = 0; l = 1; Q[0] = l; Q[1] = root node of docid.

(b) WHILE Q is not empty
Let x be the current node.

i. IF x is a level delimiter.
set l = l + 1; Add l into Q.

ii. ELSE

A. BOL Generation:
POP x from Q; set B=B+1; Associate (B, l) to x, Bx = (B, l).

B. Add all the children nodes of x into Q.
C. EBOL computation:

Compute (fe(forder(Bx)), fe(flevel(Bx))).
D. Document Encoding:

Determine node identifier of x: Nx = (docid, Ex, Ex
Highest).

Determine mapping: ϑ(Ci, x).
Determine content signature of x: Cx

i = (Nx, Ci).
Compute node integrity of x: Ix = (Nx, Ctx).
Encode node of x as CEx = (Cx

i , Ix).

E. Document Encryption:
Encrypt the document node as Ex

p (CEx, Cz
i ); where Cz

i is the content
signature of the parent of x.
Generate encoded content as (Cx

i , Ex
p ).

Figure 7: An illustrative algorithm for enterprise XML processing.
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1. Input: A collection of encoded and encrypted XML content, i.e. (Cx
i , Ex

p ).
Output: Selective routing and delivery of enterprise XML.

2. Disseminators Initialization:
FOR all disseminators Di do

(a) Fill in the distributed hash tables for uplink and downlink disseminators.

(b) Retrieve the authorization policies of all the document publishers.

(c) Initialize served concepts list of Di as null, i.e. Served list(Di) = null.
FOR all downlink disseminators Dj of individual distributed hash table do

i. Send encoded and encrypted XML nodes associated to the maximum
conceptual block of Dj .

3. User Subscription:
FOR each subscription request from a user u do

(a) Authorization Determination:

i. Determine the set of authorized concepts based on the authorization policies.
ii. Send the content signatures of the authorized concepts, i.e. Auth list(u), to u.

Let C ∈ Auth list(u).

IF ∀C ∈ Served list(Di) then
Registers the user u for C.

ELSE

i. Determine Auth list(u) − Served list(Di), i.e. {Ck|Ck ∈ Auth list(u) \
Served list(Di)}.

ii. FOR each Ck do
IF Ck �maximum conceptual block served by itself, i.e. Di then
Send requests to uplink disseminators of its distributed hash table.
ELSE
Send requests to downlink disseminators (if there is) of its distributed hash table.

(b) FOR each request from a disseminator Di for a concept Ck, Dj do

i. Checks whether Ck is served by itself, i.e. Dj .
ii. IF Ck ∈ Served list(Dj) then

Send encoded and encrypted XML nodes associated to the concept Ck, i.e.
(Cx

i , Ex
p ).

(c) FOR a set of responses i.e. (Cx
i , Ex

p ) from other disseminators, Dj for a requested
concept Ck do

i. Applies selection policy to choose the disseminator.
ii. Perform document verification.

4. Document Verification:
Di performs ontology-based verification and structure-based verification in order.
IF Verification is successful then
Adds all the XML content i.e. (Cx

i , Ex
p ) into its Served list(Di).

Registers the user u for Ck.

5. Selective delivery to subscribers:
FOR each subscribed user, u do

(a) Determines u’s concept authorizations (auth list(u)).

(b) Separates the allowed concepts from its served concepts by finding (∀Ci ∈
auth list(u)) ∈ served list(Di).

(c) Determines the allowed XML nodes by simply matching the concept of auth list(u)
with corresponding concept in the served Cx

i and thus extracting the associated en-
crypted and encoded XML nodes, (Cx

i , Ex
p ).

(d) Sends the encoded and encrypted XML nodes i.e. (Cx
i , Ex

p ) to the subscribed user u.

Figure 8: An illustrative algorithm for enterprise XML routing of disseminators.
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